Alps Annual Cycle

**PHASE 1**
- Subject Review
- Target Setting
- Monitoring Point Zero
- Setting/Reviewing Priorities
- Staff Training

**PHASE 2**
- In-Year Monitoring / Intervention
- Basic Alps Intro - KS4, KS5
- Subject Reviews

**WEBINARS**
- Submitting your data
- What does your data tell you?
- Submit data
- Analysis of Results

**WEBINARS**
- Embedding Alps
- Final 10 weeks
- Submitting your data
- Analysis of Results

**WEBINARS**
- Target Setting
- Monitoring Point Zero
- Subject Reviews

**WEBINARS**
- Making an impact using Connect Interactive
- Monitoring at KS4 / KS5
- Monitoring Accuracy
- Tracking key groups of Students

**WEBINARS**
- Gap analysis
- Track accuracy of predictions – compare back to Summer
- Review targets

**WEBINARS**
- Review of impact from previous interventions
- Gap analysis
- Track accuracy of predictions
- Review targets

**INTERVENTION**
- Review of impact from previous interventions
- Gap analysis
- Track accuracy of predictions
- Review targets

**SUPPORT AVAILABLE**
- VIDEOS ► Training Hub and Knowledge Base
- ALPS WEBINARS ► Alps Website - Live and Recorded
- STAFF CHECKLISTS ► Alps Website and Knowledge Base

More details on each aspect of the Annual Cycle are available in our Staff Checklists. These can be accessed via the Implementing Alps section of our website and the Alps Knowledge Base via your Connect Homepage.

www.alps.education/implementing-alps
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